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1.

(Physics)

A student is performing the experiment of Resonance corumn. The diameter of the column

tube is 4 cm. The freq-uen.y of the tuning fork is 512 Hz. The air temperature is 38 0C in

which the speed of sound is 336 rrls. The iero of the meter scale conincides with the top end

of the resonance column tube. When the first resonance occurs, the reading -of the water

level in the column is :

(A) 14.0 cm (B) Is.Z cm (C) 16.4 cm (D) 17.6 cm

point B, moving in a semi-circle of radius 1,0 m as

aYerage veloci6r .

A body starts from rest at time t=0,

maximum velocity attained bY the

(A) 110 m/s

(B) 55 m/s

(C) 650 m1s

(D) 550 m/s

The acceleration time graph is shown in the figure- The

body will be '.

2. In 1.0 s, a particle goes fiom point A to

shown in figure. The magnitude of the

(A) 3.14 m/s

(B) 2.0 rnls

(C) 1.0 m/s

(D) zero
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4. pressuredependsorrdistance ur, P =frtrnl#1,*n.r. a,B areconstants,Zisdistance'

K is Boltmann's Constant and 0 is temperature. The dimension of p are :

5.

(A) A/PL7Tq (B) IvI-'['T-t (C) h,I o LzTt)

A particle moves in the X Y plane under the influence

momentum is

(D) M-IL-'T'

of a force such that its Linear

+
p (t) = Ali cas(kt) - lsin(kr)1, ^ 

*d K are constants' The angle between the force and

the momentum is :

(A) 0o (B) 3oo (c) 450 (D) eoo



Two blocks A and B of masses 2 m and m, respectively are connected by a massless and
inextensible string. The whole system is suspended by a massless spring as shown in &e
figure. The magnitudes of acceleration of A and B, immediately after thJ string is cu! are
respectively :

,,,- l**.iAi
:
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8. A wind - powered generator converts wind energy in to electrical energy. Assume that the

generator converts a fixed fraction of the wind energy intercepted by its blades in to electrical
energy. For wind speed v, the electrical power out put will be proportional to :

Aparticle, which is constrainedto move alongthe x-axis, is subjected to a force inthe same
directionwhich varies wth the distance x ofthe particle from the origrr as F(x) - -h + ax, .

Here ft and a are positive constants. For x ) 0, the functional graphically form of the
potential energy U(x) of the particle is :

6. An insect Crawls up a hemispherical surface very slowly (sec fig). The Co-efficient of
friction between the insect and the surface it %. If the line joining the center of the
hemispherical surface to the insect makes an angle a with the vertical, The maximum
possible value of a is given by :

(A)cot a -3

(C)sec a -3

(A) E, %

(c) g's

(B)tan il -3

(D)cosec a -3

(B) %, s

(D) %,%

(B) v2
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7.

(A) v (C) 1,3
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(D) v'r
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10. A shell is fred from a cannon with a velocity v m/s. at an angl e e with fhe horizontal
direction. At the heighest point in its path it explodes into two pieces of equal mass. One of
the pieces red-aces its path to the cannon and the speed (in mlsec) oi ttt. other piece
immediately after explosion is :

(A) 3r'cos d (B) 2v cos? (C) /rvcos9
I-,IJ

f D) 
^ 
i_r, cos p\ , \2



11. Two solid cylinders Pond Q of same mass and same radius starts rolling down a fixed inclined
plane from the same height at the same time. Cylinder P has rnost of its mass concentrated
near its surface, while Q has most of its mass concentratednearthe axis, Which statement is
correct ?

(A) Both cylinders P and Q reach the ground at the same time.

(B) Cylinder P has larger linear accelaration than cylinder Q.

(C) Both cylinder reach the ground with same translational kinetic Energy.

(D) Cylinder Q reach the ground with larger angular speed.

Let / be the moment of Inertia of a unifonn square plate about an axis AB that passes
through its centre and is parallel to two of its sides. CD is a line in the plane of plate that
passes through the centre of the plate and makes an angle d with AB. The moment of
Inertia of the plate about the axis CD is then equal to.

12.

(A) I (B) 1 sin'0 (C) 1 cos'e (D)

hrf af L
(B) MaszL (c) 

4
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13.

t4.

A tube of length L is frlled completely with an incompressible liquid of mass M and closed
at both the ends. The tube is then rotated in a horizontal plane about one of its ends with a
uniform angular velociSr a;. The force excuted by the liquid at the other end is -

MrozL(A)T Mzf I:(D) 
z

15.

Imagine a light planet revolving around a very massive star in a circular orbit of radius p
with a period of revolution Z . If the gravitational force of attraction between the planet and

the star is proporti onal to p-)/z

(A) 7.2 is proportional to ,R3 (B) T2 is proportional to R%

r*f

3

mass den sity

ar motion turder

tion of distance

(C) f, is proportional 
.to p)5 (D) f, is proportional to 474

A spherically Symmetric gravitational systern of particles has a

lp^ lbrr<Rl
o = 

\|; ;tr r > RJ where po is aconstant. Atest mass can undergo circul

the influence of the gravitational field of particles. Its speed V as a func

r(O <r <.o) from the centre of the system is represented by -lt +r ef tvl vlt nl .viz'-_*ll lAl,/: l\ | /i\(A) lr/ . (B) i\, (c) l/ :\ (D)
V I \*---- l./ ; "--L_---.-



16. Waterisfilleduptoaheight yi.nabeakerofradius p asshown.Thedensityofwatetts p,

the surface tension of water is 7" and the atrrospheric pressule is Pn . Consider a vertical

section ABCD of a water column through a diameter of the beaker. The force on water on

one side of this section by water on the other side of this section has magnitude :

(A) lzPoRh+ TTRT pgh-zRrl

(B) lzl'r?h+ Rpgh' -ZRT'l

(C) | PorR' + Rpghz -zRr I

(D) I P, frf.z + Rpgh' +LRf 
I

17. A body floats in a liquid contained in a beaker. The whole

freely under gravity. The upthrust on the body is :

system as shown in figure falls

(A) Zero

(B) Equal to the weight of the liquid'displased

(c) Equal to the weight of the body in air

(D) Equal to the weight of the immersed portion of the body

Two cylinders A and B lifted with pistons contain equal amounts of an ideal diatomic gas at

300 K. The piston of A is free to move, while that of B is held fixed. The same amount oI

heat is giventothe gas in each cylinder'. Ifthe rise in temperature of the gas inA is 30 k, then

the rise in temperature of the gas in B is :

(D) 42k(A) 30 k (B) 18 k (c) 50 k

Two identical containers A and B with frictionless pistons contain the same ideal gas at the

same temperature and the same volume V. The mass of the gas in Ars mo, and that in B it

mu. The gas in each cylinder is now allowed to expand isothermally to the same fina.

volume 2V. The changes in the pressufe inAand B are found to be 6P and 1'5 aI
respectively. Then :

(A) 4m,, -9ruu (B) 2m^ -3mu (C) 3m^ - Zmu

20. A cylinder of radius R. made of a material of thermal conductivity K,, is surrounded by i

cylinderical shell of inner radius R and outer radius 2R made of a material of therma

conductiviy Kr.The two ends of the combined system are maintained at two differen

temperatures. There is no loss of heat across the cylinderical surflace and the system is il

steady state. The effective thermal concuctivitl'of the system is -

I
h

l

18.

19.

(D) 9m,, - 4mu

(A) K, + K. (B) K,Kr(,(, * Kr) (c) (K' +3 *:X (D) (3K' * *'X



Steam at 100 0C is passes into 1.1 kg of w-ater Contained in a calorimeter of water eqivalant
0.02 kg at 15 0C till the temperature of the calorimeter and its contents fises at 80 0C. The

mass of the steam condensed in kilogram is -

(A) 0 130

(A)

(B) 0.065 (c) o 260

(B) Independent of a

(D) Proportional to o)z

wire of length y- is tied to the ciling. The other end is tied to a

constant tr . A mass ,r? hangs freely from the free end of the

section and the Young's moduless of the wire are A and Y
slightly pulled down and Released, it will oscillate with a time

(B) 2r

(D) Zn(mLl -vA1tz

of a parficle executing periodic motion is given by

(D) 0. 135

2?.

23.

24.

25.

26.

A particle of mass rz is executing Oscillations about the origin on the x * axis. Its potential

energ_vis tr.'(x):klx13 where k isapositiveconstant. Iftheunplitudeof oscilllationis

'a '. then its time period T is -

(Al Proportional to /l;
(C) Proportional to J;
One end of a long metallic
massless spring of spring

spring. The area of cross
respectir,ely. If the ilrass is
period T equal to -

{A) 2n{ft)/ptl

(C) 2n@U/Al kl.)'?

The displacement )t

, ,( r
,l'-4cos-l _l

t2
This expression may be considered to

1

;
J
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(c) 

6
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lsin(1000 t)
)

be a result of the

(C) Four(A) lwo (B) Three

supgr position of .......... wavgs.

(D) Five

An organ pipe 4 closed at one end vibrating in its first harmonic and another pipe P, open

at ends vibrating in the third harmonic ale in resonance with a given tuning fork. The ratio

of the length of 1] to that of P, is -

-tJ
(B) I (D)

Atransverse wave is described by ttre equation .)'= "!o 
sin2t(f, -;) t* maximumparticle

velocity is equal to four times the wave velocity if :

), - 
7t );o

4

m(.v''cl + kI'

vAk

(A) (C) 1- ff )ta (D) 1-2rIa



27. The number of times lt * lz * $ at r:0 in l secis:

(A) 1oo (B) 46 (c) 7e2 (D) e6

2g. A tube closed at one end and containing air produces, when excited, the fundamental note of
frequency 5l1Hz.If the tube is op.r, ut both ends the fundamental frequency that can be

excited is (in Hz)

(c) 256 (D) 128(B) sr2

31.

29.

30.

32.

(A) 1024

A speeding motorcyclist sees traffic Jam atread of him. He slows down to 36 km/h. He finds

that tr.affro has eased and a carmoving ahead ofhim at 18 km/tr is honking at a frequency of
l392Hz.If the speed of sound is 343 m/s, the frequency of the honk as heard by him will

be-

(A) 1332H2 (B) 1372Hz (C) l412Hz (D) 1454Hz

certain quantity of water cools from 70 0c to 60 0c in the first 5 minutes and to 54 0c in the

next 5 minutes. The Temperature of the surroundings is

(A) 45 oC (B) 20 oc (c) 42 oc (D) 10 oc

Dependence of intesrty of grvitational freld (E) earth with distance (r) from centre of earth

correctly represented bY :

(A) (B) (c) (D)
'i .f

Y r->

A certain number of spherical drops of a liquid of radius

radius ' R ' and volume 'v'. If 'T' is the surface tension

'r' coalesce to form a single drop of
of the liquid, then

(B) energy - is absorved

{D) Energy is neither released nor absorbed

[r tl
(A) energy 4 VT 

L; 
- 

R l is released

(c) enersy - rvr Ll *] is released

3t,T',L;.*]

33. Copper of fixed Volume 'V' is drawn into wire of length '/''When this wire is subjected to a

constant force 'F', the extension produced in the wire is ' 67 ' which of the following graph

is a sh'aight line.

(A) Ll versus (B) Al versus lt (C) Ll versus (D) N versus I
I
I

1
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(Chemistry)
34.

35.

36.

aF,Jt.

38.

Which of the following has the maximum value of bond energy ?

(A) o, (B) o; (c) o: (D)

The hybridization and geometry of BrF, molecule are -

(A) ^'ptd and 7 -shape (B) Sp'a' andtetrahedral

(C)^tpt,/ andtrigonalplanar (D) Sp'a andbent

Which of the following is the smallest in size ?

(A) n,- (B) o,- (C) r (D)

Which of the following cannot undergo Lewis acid-base reaction with

(A) (C2H)2O (B) AtCt^ (C) Nl13 (D)

Synthesis gas is a mixture of -

02-
2

J{a*

81 ?

tr-

(A) eOr* H, (B) Co * H, (C) CO+Steam (D) CH o* H,

39. Which of the following molecules has almost no donor property ?

(A) (cH,),N (B) CTHTOH (c) (crHs)zt\{H (D) (siH)rN

40. Diborane is instantly hydrolysed by water to give :

(A) BrO, + HzO (B) H3BO,*H, (C) H3BO3*O, (D) H3BO,+ B2O3

41. NaNO, oa being heated to 800 0C gives -

(A) NaNO, + O, (B) NarO + O, + N,

(C) Na + Nr+O, (D) NaNr+O,

42. Sodium reacts with liquid ammonia to produce-

(1+) NaNH,+NrHo (B) NaNHriH, (C) Na{ +NrHn (D) NaH +H,

In which of the following pairs do the molecules have identical shapes?

(A) SO, and SQ (B) SnCt, and O, (C) SnClo and XeFo (D) XeO, and 1,

The number of lone pairs on Xe in XeOFo is -

43.

44.

(B) 1 (D) 3(A) 0 (c) 2



45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

52.

(A)
5x(B) 
e

6x
(C) T

9x
(D) T

If the shortest ) of hydrogen atom in lyman series is x, the longest 7 tnBalmer series of

He* is -

x
4

Two gases tr and g,haingthe mole ratio of 3:5 in a container, exert a pressure of 8 afrn.

If 7 is removed, what would be the pressure due to B only, temperature remaining constant?

(A) l atm (B) 2 atm

In which of the followittg reactions is 
^,S

(A) Hro(l)+ Hro(s)

(C) HrO(/) + HrO(s)

Which of the following is a

(A) Internal energy

(C) Molar heat capacity

If one third of HI ecomposes at a particular temperature, l{s fot zHI + Hr+ I, is -

1 1 / ,-. I I(A)G <D/a (c)6 Q)t
When equal volume of the following solutions are mixed, precipitation of

AgCl (Kro:1.8x 10-10) will occur only with-

(A) r a-oM1Ag.) and to oM(C/ ) (B) to'oM1Ag') and 1o'otutlct-1

(C) ro uM(Ag') and to-utv,t1ct-1 (D) 10-sM (As.) and t o'tvtK:t-)

The solubility of Arx, is ! mol I dm3. Its solubility product is-

(A) oyo (B) 64yo (c) zav' (D) 1o8vs

ln the reaction -

x HI + y HNO^ -+ NO + Ir+ HrO

(A) -r-3".1r-2 (B) x-2,.y-J (C) x-6,y-2 (D) x-6,y-l

53. The oxidation number of phosphorus in MgrPrO, is :

(C) 4 atm (D) 5 atm

positive?

(B) 3or(s) +2O3(s)

(D) 
^{2(g) 

+3Hr(s) + zNHr(s)

state function and also an extensive property?

(B) Pressure

(D) Temperafure

5t.

(A) +3 (B) +2 (c) +s (D) -3



\--- -,2/'

sor(s) + /tor(s) + sor(s) + )) Keat

Findout the heat of formation of SO,

(A) 2x-y (B) 2x+y (C) x+y (D)

55. For the redox reaction -

MnO, +CrOl- +H* -+Mn'* +COr+HrO

The correct stoichiometric coefiicient of MnOo,Crq- and. 11* are respectively-

(A) 2,5,16 (B) 16,5,2 (C) 5,16,2 (D) 3,5,16

56. The IIJPAC name of ---\.,ArnA
(A) But - 2 - enyl ethyl ether

(C)3 oxahept-5 ene

57. which of the following substituents will decrease the acidity of phenol ?

(A) -NO, (B) -<w (c\ -cH, (D) -cuo
which of the following molecules has three different bond angle values ?

2x

v

(B) 3 - ethoxy but -2 - ene

(D) 1-ethoxybut-2 -ene

I
t
t

58.

59.

6I .

62.

63.

(A) CCt4 (B) CH2C\| (C) CHCL

Which one among the following is the least basic ?

(D) HCHO

(D) PhrvH2(A) (:H^NH, (B) NH^ (c) crHrNH,
60. Which of the following compounds will show geometrical Isomerism ?

(A) propene

(C) 2-Methylpropene

(B)2-Methylbut-2-ene

(D)Pent -2 ene

(c) H'

The reaction of ethylmagnesium bromide with water would give -
(A) Ethyl bromide (B) Diethyl ether (C) Ethane (D) Ethyt alcohol
Which of the following cannot exhibit hyperconjugation -

Oo
(A) CH.C H. (B) gu;,tn (C) CH3CH =CH, (D) 1Ca.;-.Ct

In the addition of HBr to propene in the presence of a peroxide, which of the
species attacks the tr -bond first -

e)

-(: H.

followirg

s(s)+ )or(s) -+^so.(s) *2x KCot

(A) H* (B) Br* (D) R'r



65.

64.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

72.

Fla
t).

(A) 36

The reaction - 1 - Bromo - 3 chroro cyclo butane with metarlic sodium in dry ether gives -

(A) € (B)o (c)ct+<>nr (D) Br&Br
Whichofthefollowingwillgivetwoisomericmonocloroderivatives-

(A) 2,3 - dimethylbutane

(C) IsoPentane

Propene is allowed to react with

The final Product formed is -

(A) Propan - 1 - ol (B) Propan - 2 - ol (c) Propanone (D) ProPanal

(B) n - Hexane

(D) Ethane

BrH u and then the product is treated with alkline H ,or.

(D) None of these

1= 1, I ztl:Z, l tr l: 3

to

(D) None of these

(Maths)

The number of solutions of Zn +7 =$ ore

(A)4 (n)5 (c)6

If zr, z, and z, bethree non-zero complex numbers such that I zt

and I z, + 22 + z,l= 12, then value of 19 z'z' + 224 + 4z'z' I is equal

(c) 72(B) 48

7T.

rf a and F arerootsof equation x'-47x+1=0 thenvalue of o-+ + B-i rs

(A) I (B) Imaginary (c) t : (D) 3

If 1-6y is one root of equation x' + dx +!- a= Q' then other root is

(A) -r (B) o

(C) I (D) Can not be determrned

The real value of 'a' for which the sum of squares of roots of equatior

*' - (o - 2)x - a -l= 0 assufle least value is

(A) 2 (B) 3 (c) 1 (D) None of these

Sum of the series

g = I, -2, +33 - 4' + -20082 +20092 is

(A) 201e044 (B) 20re04s (c) 1005004

t1
If a,b,c and in GP then fu* U, 

is equal to

(D) 1005006

1(A)ft 1(B)ffi 1

t\-r-\-./ A" -b'+C"

10

(D) None of these



74. If A, and A2 are two arithmetic mean and Gr, G, be two geometric mean betwen two

75.

76.

77.

79.

If S, denotes sum of first ru terms of an A.P. and if Sr, =3S, then f t' equal to -

(D) None of these

numbers a and

ab
(A) a+b

Ar+ A,
61.hen ZlG, rs

(B) +/ a-b
a-b(C) ,h

a+b(D) 
"b

(D) None

(D) None

(D) y'

(A) 4

(A) 1610

Let an objective paper have 10 questions then possible number of answer sequences if one

or more than one answer is correct.

(D) None of these

of the word 'MISSISSIPPI' such

(B) 5

(B) t51o

(c) 6

(c) 1o1o

The number of words which can be made by using letters

that no two 'I' are together

(A) 73500 (B) 7950 (c) 7000 (D) None of these

7g. The number of words that can be formed by using letters of the word 'MAIHEMATICS'

such that thev start as well as end with T.

(D) none(A) eoToo

The remainder when

(A) 3

(B) eo7 ro (c) eo72o

x -5,' Q4 times 5) is divided bY 24 ts

(B) 5 (c) 7

expansion of (3 + 2x)t" , where

(B) 6,r' (c) 7'h

1-cosa*sina
tnen 1+sina

is equal to

(B) (c) ))

80. The

(A)

582. If tano:6

largest term in the

5'h

2stna

Ix:; 1s)

81. If
1+cosa-+srrla-

1

(A) 7
1
v

lr
Ft
J

7t

2

and tan P -- +then
4,
/Lq+p--,4

11

(A) a+P- (B) a+P- (c) (D) None



83.

84.

85.

If x - l = tan10 tan1o.........tan890 then the value of x is

(A) o (B) 1 (c) '.6 (D) 2

If 'Co,'C, arrd 'Cu ate in AP, then value of n can be

(A) 14 (B) 11 (c) e (D) 5

If A and B be two inependent events such that P(A):0'3 and P(A[JB):O'8 then P (B) is

equal to
5

(D) 7

B (1, 3) and C (x, 8) be three points such that AB:BC then value of x is

(B) - 5 (c) -3,5 (D)None

The vertices of a triangle are (6, 0)'

and centroid is

(0, 6) and (6, 6) then distance between its cirsumcenfie

(A) 2Jt (B) 2 (c) ,1,

Equation of the line through point (2,3)so that the segment of the line intercepted between

the axis is bisected at this point is

(A) 2x +3Y - 13 (B) 3x +2Y -12 (C) x + ! :5 (D) None

Thelinex+Zay*a=o,x+3by+b=0andx+4cy*C=0areconcurrentthen
o-t,b-t,c-t are in

(A) A.P (B) G'P' (c) H'P (D) Not

Equation of diameter of circle *' * y' -l2x + 4y +6 : 0 is given by

(A)x*y=0 (B)x+3y=0 (c)x=y (D)Noneofthese

The length of intercept cut by the circle *' * y' + 4x -7 y +12: a on y - axis is

(D) None of these
(A) 1

The line 3x - 4Y - 4

I
(A) lo

If parabola y' - 4ax

and6x_sy7=0aretangentstothesamecirclethenitsradiusis

(D) None

passes through the point (3, 2) then length of its latus-rectum 1s

2,^\(4(B); (c)1 (D)1

12

(A) 1

86. LetA(6, -1),
(A) 3

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

-r,J
(B) ;'l

4
(c) 7

(D) 1

(B) 3

1

(B) N

(c) s

1

(c) n

1

;J

93.

(A)



94. Ifthevertexof theparabola !=x2 -8x+g lieson I-axisthenthevalue of c is

(B) -4 (D) -16

95. If the vertex and the focus of a parabola are (3, 3) and (- 3, 3) respectively then its equation

is

(A) xz -6x+24y-63 -0

(C) y'-6y+24x-63 -0

The length of the major axis of the ellipse

axis then its eccentricitY is

(A) (D)

(B) x2-6x+24Y+81:0

(D) y'-6y-24x+81-0

xz yz

- * " = - 1 is three times the length of its minor
a2 b2

*
5

(D) None of these

8 and conju gate axis is equal to the

(A) 4

(A) -l

1

(A) 
8

(c) 16

96.

97.

1

JZ
(B)

1

I-)
{J

(c) +J

(x - v)'L\'- r/ -1is
l6

4
I-,vJ

(r + y -2)'
The centre of the elliPse T
(A) (0, o) (B) (1, o) (c) (0, 1) (D) (l' 1)

98. If e and sr areeccentricityof ellipse 5x2+9y'=+5 andhlperbola 5x2-4y'=45 then

eet is equal to
,2

(C)F

99. The eccentricity of a hyperbola whose latus rectum ls

half of the distance between foci is

(A) (B) (c) (D)

tan x-sinr
100. The value of -tig 3

x"

(B) (c) (D) None

(Biology)
67. R-espiration differ form photorespriration since the later-

(A) Takes place only during day and within the chloroplast.

(B) Involves onlY PhotosYstem II

(C) Involves carboxYlase

(D) Occurs is Peroxisome

(B) 1

2

J3

F)

J

J3

5
;J

1S

1

2

I
4
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68. Which meristem is involved in increase in the girth of a plant -

(A) Promeristem (B) Apical (C) Intercalary (D) Lateral

69. Which of the following are true about the protostomes-

(i) mesoderm develops from out-pockets of archentron

(ii) anus develops from blastopove

(iii) Cleavage is radial

(iv) Cleavage is determinate

(A) i, ii and iv (B) i, iii, and iv (C) only ii and iv (D) only iii and iv

70. How do the male gametes of angiosperms reach the fertile female cells during fertilization-

(A) BV ciliary movemerts

(B) BV cytoplasmic streaming

(C) BV hydrostatic pressure within embryo sac

(D) BV nastic growth of pollen tube and brusting of its tip.

7I. Which of the following is not an action of auxin -

(A) Cleaving the crosslinkages between microfibrils

(B) Cell wall become Alkaline

(C) Auxin increases activity of proton pump;

(D) Turgor pressure in the cells

72. Orgarization of cells into tissues is found in-

(A) Glass sponge (B) Holothurian (C) Sea Anemone (D) Hydra

73. One of the following is not a function of bundle sheath

(A) Mechanical support (B) Photosynthesis

(C) Storage (D) Secondary growth

74. A size of a decalcified egg of hen placed in tap water will
(A) Shrink (B) Remain unchanged

(C) shrivel (D) swell

75. Glycosylation of proteins synthesised in granular endoplasmic reticulum is achived by-

(A) Golgi complex (B) Glyoxisomes

(C) Smooth ER (D) Lysosmoes

76. The drought resistant fern among the following is-

(A) Pleopeltis (B) Azolla (C) Salvinia (D) Polypodium

T4



Which of the following does not represent a response to blue light-

78.

79.

80.

85.

87.

(A) Carotenoid biosynthesis in Neurospora (B) Stomatal opening in Angiosperms

(C) Phototropism in Phycomycets (D) Flavanoid synthesis in Plants

In healthy adult humans erythropoiesis occurs only in-

(i) Femur (ii) Humerus (iii) Vertebrae (iv) Sternum (v) Ribs

(A) only iii, iv and v (B) only i, ii and v (C) only ii, iii and iv (D) only ii, iv and v

Carnivory of a plant is to acquire additional -

(A) Water (B) Nitrogen (C) Sugar

Which one does not possess nucleic acid -

81.

(A) Prion

Episome is a type of-

(A) Plasmid

(A) Obelia

Phyllode occurs in -

(A) Euphrobia

(B) Viroid

(B) Gene

(B) Jelly fish

(B) Opuntra

(C)Virus

(C) Membrane

(C) Protista

basis of -

(B) Locomotory organelles

(D) None of these

(B) Zygomycetes

(D) Basidiomycetes

(D) Iron

(D) Mycoplasma

(D) Cell wall

(D) Fungi

(D) Gymnosperms

(D) Beroe

(D) A11 the above

(D) Stearic acid

82. Spirulina belongs to kingdom -

(A) Plantae (B) Monera

83. Phylum Proto zoa rs classified on the

(A) Mode of reproduction

(C) Mode of nutrition

Clamp connection are found in-

(A) Ascomycetes

(C) Saccharomycetes

Phanerogams without ovary are

84.

(A) Thallophyes (B) Bryophytes (C) Pteridophytes

86. This is not a Cnidarian -

(C) Sea anemone

(C) AustrahanAcasia (D) Asparagus

88. Leaf tendrils are found in -

(A) Pea (B) Cucumber (C) Grape Vine

An essential faff acid is-

(A) Arachidonic acid (B) Arachidic acid (C) Palmatic acid

l5

89.



90. Chromosomes become visible during -

(A) Leptotene (B) Zygotene (C) Pachytene (D) Diplotene

gl. . Phloem saP is mainlY-

(A) Water and Minerals (B) Water and sucrose

(c) oligosaccharides and Hormones (D) None of the above

92. The enzyme nitrogenase is a-

(A) Cu - Fe protein (B) Ni - Fe Protein

(C) Mo - Fe protein (D) Ni - Cu protein

93. During anaerobic respiration the conversion of pyruvate into acetaldehyde alongwith TPP,

the cofactor is -

(A) Mg z. (B) Mn z. (C) Fe z. (D) Znz.

94. Which one is not a short day plant -

(A) Spinach @) GlYcine max

(C) Chrysanthemum (D) Xanthium

95. Coenzymes NAD and NADP contain the vitamins -

(A)Niacin(B)Biotin(C)Thiamine(D)VitaminA

96. What percentage of CO, is transported as HbCO2 -

(A) 42% (B) 23o/o (C) 70% (D) 50%

97 . Which volve is present at the opening of coronary sinus -

(A) Mitral volve (B) Eustachian volve

(c) Thebesian volve (D) Tricuspid volve

98. Functional kidney of mammals is :

(A) Archinephros type (B) Ophisthonephros type

(C) Pronephros type (D) Metanephors type

99. The depol aizationof nerve membrane takes place through influx of ............. ions -

(A) Calcium (B) Potassium (c) Sodium (D) Magnesium

100. Which of the following hormones is a steroid -

(A) Oestrogen (B)Insulin (c) Glucagon (D) Thyroxine

***
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